
Asia Pacific Rayon is part of the RGE group of companies 
that announced in October 2019, a decade-long USD 200 

million investment into next-generation #textilefibre 
innovation and technology. The report presents a new 

time-related target that Asia Pacific Rayon will source 20% 
of its feedstock from alternative or recycled materials by 

2030 and meeting EU-BAT emissions limited by 2023.

The progress report also highlights the completion of new 
and fully automated #viscose pilot plant in Pangkalan 

Kerinci, Riau. The plant closely simulates the entire viscose 
manufacturing production on a much smaller scale, 
enabling more efficient testing of new products and 

production techniques for APRIL and APR.

Progress Report on RGE's Commitment Towards 
Sustainable Fashion

We relaunched Follow Our Fibre, 
taking #traceability one-step 

further by mapping our 
#supplychain in a central portal 

including the locations of the 
forest plantation concessions 

and the conservation areas 
operated by our supply partners. 
APR and our supply partners are 
adopting a landscape approach 

to forest conservation and 
promoting #biodiversity gains in 

managed landscapes.

The conservation efforts of our 
suppliers and the associations they 
support are collectively responsible 
for the conservation of more than 
3.12 million hectares of protected 
forests around the world, including 
boreal and peat swamp forests 
which support rich biodiversity like 
the elusive Sumatran Tiger and 
Canadian Boreal Caribou, as well as 
ecosystem services, among which 
are 22 rivers and tributaries which 
total over 900km in length.
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The Jakarta Fashion Hub is an initiative by integrated viscose-rayon 
fibre manufacturer Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) with the vision to 

provide a collaborative space for fashion enthusiasts to formulate 
concepts, design products and create original works utilizing the 

hub’s facilities.

The JFH is here to unlock the potential of the domestic fashion, 
textile, and creative industries. Located in the Tanoto Foundation 

Building in downtown Jakarta, The JFH provide co-working spaces, 
workshops, photo studios, and a mini store for designers who 

collaborate with APR. To join as a member, you can visit the JFH 
website and register as a member for free throughout 2020.

Jakarta Fashion Hub Set to Unlock Potential of Fashion 
and Textile in Indonesia

APR Continues to Meet Community Need for 
Environmentally-friendly Masks

All companies, including APR are learning to adapt to the 
dynamic environment as a result of this challenging situation.

We are keeping our people and workplace safe while ensuring 
we continue to deliver essential products to our customers 

across the country and worldwide. We remain committed to 
protecting lives and livelihoods.

We will come out of this challenge stronger and more united.
#weareallinthistogether #GoodforCommunity

Asia Pacific Rayon - Doing what's good for community 
during this difficult time

Sum of The Parts Launches Collaboration with APR

Celebrating National Batik Day, Jakarta Fashion Hub Holds 
Virtual Fashion Show "Batik Reimagined" and Live Shopping

Watch the Video

See More

 APR teamed up with APRIL 
through its Fire Free Village 

Program (FFVP), to distribute 
2,430 fabric masks to the local 
communities in the Pelalawan 

sub-district.

Riana Ekawati, part of the FFVP 
team, said, “It was during FFVP 
visits that we realised that many 
residents did not have proper 
masks, and limited resource to 
purchase them during this 
pandemic. That is why we 
collaborated with APR to produce 
and distribute reusable fabric 
masks to the communities made 
with viscose produced locally.”

Follow the Story

More than one in four Indonesian children under the age of 
five suffer from stunting, which has life-long implications for 
physical and intellectual development. We’re working with 

the government to help change that.

APR has set up 16 Nutrition Monitoring Posts in local 
communities, where mothers can learn more about stunting 
prevention and proper nutrition for their children. It’s part of 

our commitment to ensure our operations are 
#GoodForCommunity.

APR
Sets Up 
Nutrition 
Monitoring 
Posts to 
Prevent 
Stunting

See the Action

Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) joined the UNFCCC’s Fashion for 
Global Climate Action initiative as a signatory to the

Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action.

By signing the Charter, APR has demonstrated
our commitment to playing our part to ensure the fashion 

industry is on the path to a low-carbon future.

In line with the principles and targets enshrined in the 
Charter and the aims of the Paris Agreement, APR commits 

to the proposed 30% GHG reduction by 2030.

APR Joined Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action 
and Pledges Ambitious Net Carbon Emissions Reduction 

Targets by 2030

Sustainability is fundamental to APR; we firmly believe in the value of 
continuous improvement and transparency in guiding our sustainability 
efforts. We first published our sustainability policy in 2018 before we 

started up our operations. We have learned a lot in the last 20 months, 
and our updated Sustainability Policy reflects the growing issues and 

trends, our industry faces in the decade going forward.

Our policy reflects the four broad areas that matter to us, Our people, 
communities and country, Committing to No Deforestation and the 
Protection of Intact Forest Landscape, Closing the loop on Clean 

Manufacturing, and Supporting Innovation and Circularity.

APR Sustainability Policy

Pulp Sourcing Social StewardshipClean Manufacturing

The launch of the Jakarta Fashion Hub featured on the third 
Everything Indonesia webinar series, focused on the theme “Make Your Own 

Fashion Labels – Bangga Buatan Indonesia”. The event brought together 
panellist from Indonesia’s fashion and textile sector, and featuring Elis 

Masitoh, Director of Textiles, Leather and Footwear Industry, Ministry of 
Industry; Josephine ‘Obin’ Komara, founder of BIN House; Didiet Maulana, 
owner of IKAT Indonesia; Dana Maulana, co-founder of Danjyo Hiyoji; and 

Melinda Babyana, CEO of The Bespoke Fashion Consultant.

The webinar talked about the importance of campaign to use local 
products and promote Bangga Buatan Indonesia Semua Ada Disini. Obin, 

as one of most celebrated Indonesia’s designer share her thought on 3Cs how 
to make her fashion label: Content, Communication and Community. Content 

is what is being discussed, how to communicate it and then create the 
community. While Didiet emphasize to create something authentic, price 
positioning, target market and to find the right partner as a manufacturer. 
Where APR comes along with JFH to support local designers which can 

accommodate fabric for 50-100 meter as a start of their collection.

Webinar “Make Your Own Fashion Labels – Proudly
Made in Indonesia”

Let’s Learn Here

Check Full Policy Here

Through #FollowOurFibre, APR hopes to quantify our ecological 
footprint and as a next step look for opportunities to partner with 

stakeholders, strengthening forest conservation in our sourcing areas 
further and enhance biodiversity impacts.

Check the Website

Watch the Video

Learn More Here

Follow Our Fibre

Read More

We are so excited to share that Sum of the Parts (SOTP) and Asia Pacific 
Rayon are debuting our very first clothing capsule. This is the first 

collaboration with a Singapore based fashion brand.

The capsule, I Love Viscose, is the perfect combination of SOTP’s love for 
classic silhouettes with feminine details and APR’s 100% #natural and 

#biodegradable viscose as the ideal base fabric.

Jakarta Fashion Hub (JFH) collaborated with 13 famous designers and 
labels from Indonesia to organize a virtual fashion showthemed "Batik 

Reimagined". This is the first virtual fashion show to be held at JFH 
through the @JakartaFashionHub Instagram account

on Monday, October 22 at 19.00.

Ali Charisma, Sofie and Restu Anggraini are some of the designers who 
participated in presenting their work. In addition, fashion shows are joined 
by fashion labels such as Bateeq, Eureka, Holalulu by Neli Gunawan x Jejak 
Tangan, Phillip by Phillip Iswardono, Ha•Pe, Dissa, Eienno, GYDxZUBE by 

Agied Derta, Wastra batik by Olif Kinanthi, and DaneV’s.

Ask for our live shopping catalogue through JFH
admin WA +62 813 8888 9337

Each presented their three designs that carried the theme of modern 
batik. The theme of 'Batik Reimagined' was raised because every 

designer was free to pour their creations into applying batik motifs; 
both dominantly, minimalism to create modern batik motifs.

More on the Collaboration

More About the Award

In addition, APR was also 
awarded the DIN-Geprüft test 

mark for industrial compostability. 
The recognised DIN-Geprüft mark 

is proof that our product bearing 
this mark meet stringent safety 

and quality standards.

Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) is proud to 
announce that DIN CERTCO has awarded 
our viscose staple fibre the international 
recognised Seedling® logo.

The Seedling® logo is the quality mark for 
products and packaging, which are certified 
as industrially compostable according to the 
European standard EN 13432.

Asia Pacific Rayon Viscose
Certified as Industrially Compostable

SUSTAINABILTY MATTERS 
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